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Introduction by Gottlieb GUNTERN 

 

INTRODUCTION TO TEAMWORK AND CREATIVE LEADERSHIP 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the 9th International Zermatt Symposium. I hope you had a good 

trip, even if the journey up to this village was quite a long one for most of you. 

 

In order to introduce this year’s topic, I should like to tell you a dramatic story about a team 

performance which occurred some time ago here in Zermatt. In 1865 a team of seven mountaineers 

were the first men ever to reach the summit of the Matterhorn at 4,478 meters or 14,600 feet above 

sea level.  

 

Their peak performance stunned the whole world. It made them famous overnight and put the 

Matterhorn and Zermatt on the global map. And, last but not least, the outcome of this performance 

illustrates the power and glory of a great team - but also the defeat and misery of a poor team. 

 

Slide 1: The Matterhorn (colour slide) 

 

In the middle of the last century, ambitious mountaineers conquered one peak after the other. But 

there was one peak in the Alps which offered them a challenge they were not able to meet for 

years. Most natives living in the region believed that the Matterhorn was inaccessible, partly on the 

basis of superstition plus the fact that, in those days, the technical equipment needed for such a tour 

de force was still quite rudimentary.  

 

Nevertheless, there were some native guides and a few ambitious foreigners who were ready to 

tackle the Matterhorn. In the early eighties several alpinists had tried to climb the Matterhorn on the 

Italian side where its peak looks less forbidding than it does on the Zermatt side. But they never made 

it. 

 

In July 1865 Edward Whymper, a British travel writer, draughtsman and wood-cutter, was about to 

make yet another attempt to climb the Matterhorn on the Italian side. He intended to take with him 

Jean-Antoine Carrel, a guide from -Valtournanche. But the day before they were supposed to leave 

the village of Breuil and march to base camp, Jean-Antoine Carrel suddenly declined to 

accompany him.  

 

Why did Carrel drop Whymper after having agreed to be his guide? He did so for political and 

economic reasons. 
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Quinto Sella, the finance minister of the first Italian cabinet of the newly founded Italian kingdom, 

had decided that the honour of being the first to climb the Matterhorn must belong to Italy. He knew 

that such an exploit would boost the tourism in the Valle d’Aosta to which Breuil, today called 

Cervinia, belonged. For this very purpose he had sent his friend, the topographer and engineer Felice 

Giordano, to put together a team for ascending the Matterhorn. And now Giordano had hired Jean-

Antoine Carrel who was not only a true patriot but also ready to trick Whymper who had a bad 

reputation with the native guides. Whymper had a tendency to behave in a presumptuous and 

condescending way.  

 

When Whymper eventually understood that he had been duped, he quickly decided to cross over to 

the Swiss side and attempt an ascent from Zermatt in order to beat the Italian party. Thus, on July 12, 

1865, in the Hotel Monte Rosa in Zermatt, a fateful concatenation of chance events and lawful 

determination brought together a group of mountain climbers who, on the spur of the moment, 

decided to form a team in order to beat the Italian party which had left Breuil already the day 

before. 

 

Who were these men?  

 

Slide 2: The first climbers of the Matterhorn 

 

• First, there was Lord Francis Douglas, brother of the then marquis of Queensbury, Scotland. He was 

18 years old and an excellent mountaineer who had just climbed the Obergabelhorn together with 

Peter Taugwalder, aged 45 and one of the best guides of Zermatt.  

 

• Second, there was Rev. Charles Hudson, 36, who was accompanied by his young friend Hadow 

who was 19 years old. Hudson, an excellent mountain climber, had come to Zermatt with Michel 

Croz, 35, with the explicit purpose of conquering the Matterhon. Michel Croz, a cobbler from Le Tour 

in the Chamonix valley, was known as the best mountain guide in the Alps. 

 

• Third, there was Edward Whymper, 25, still smarting from the humiliation just suffered in Breuil and 

eager to snatch success from the edge of impending failure. Whymper and Croz knew each other 

quite well, because in the course of the past years they had climbed many a mountain peak 

together. But, interestingly enough, Croz had always declined Whymper’s invitation to tackle the 

Matterhorn. 

 

After some deliberation Lord Douglas, Rev. Hudson and Edward Whymper decided to form a team 

and on July 13, 1865, they set out to climb the Matterhorn via the Hörnligrat - a route which up to 

now Whymper had always rejected as being unsuitable! The mountain guides were Michel Croz and 
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Peter Taugwalder whose two sons were hired as porters. For four hours these mountaineers marched 

uphill and spent the night in a camp at an altitude of about 12,000 feet.  

 

The next morning, with the first ray of daylight, Taugwalder’s youngest son left for Zermatt while young 

Peter, already an accomplished mountain climber, accompanied the others who now began to 

ascend the Hörnligrat. The climbing was rather easy at first, but it got tougher and tougher. Obsessed 

by the fear that the Italian party might beat them, they pressed on. On July 14 at 1.40 p.m. they 

reached the summit and discovered, to their indescribable joy, that no traces were to be seen in the 

snow on the ridge which connects the two elevations on the peak of the Matterhorn. Croz and 

Whymper ran to the Southern point of the summit and peered downwards and there, about 500 

meters below, they saw the Italian party. In their triumph Croz and Whymper began to shout, wave 

their hands and even hurl stones down the walls. And they observed with glee that they had been 

perceived by the defeated competitors. 

 

After an hour of rest the Swiss party began their descent, a descent which, after a moment, was to 

end in tragedy. Young Hadow was in poor physical condition and virtually exhausted. Michel Croz, 

who led the party, had to grip the young man’s boots and place them, step by step, into the steep 

snow-covered walls. As they reached an overhanging rock, Michel Croz, who had put away his ice 

axe in order to help Hadow, turned his back to have a closer look at the next passage. At that very 

moment Hadow slipped, hitting Croz in the spine with his feet and hurling him away from the wall and 

over the cliff.  

 

Slide 3: The catastrophe 

 

As Whymper and the two Taugwalders watched in silent horror, the four men in front of them slipped 

out of sight. Then the rope in front of Peter Taugwalder broke, and Croz, Hadow, Hudson and Lord 

Douglas fell nearly four thousand feet before crashing onto the Matterhorn glacier below. 

 

Terror-stricken, Whymper and the two Taugwalders entered a state of deep shock. Eventually they 

recovered well enough to continue their descent. As night fell they decided to rest and spent a few 

awful hours crouched against the rocks, left to the cold and their respective emotions. The next 

morning they descended the Hörnligrat and returned to Zermatt.  

 

From this historic example we may learn what leads a team to success but also what leads a team to 

failure. 
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Slide 4: The Matterhorn 

 

What helped this team to produce a peak performance? 

 

• First, the men who made up the team shared a clear vision of what they wanted to achieve. 

 

• Second, they chose and implemented a specific strategy for reaching their desired goal. 

 

• Third, with the exception of Hadow, they had a lot of training, competence and skill in mountain 

climbing. They mastered the best practices known in their domain. 

 

• Fourth, due to individual competence based on past successes they had (with the exception of 

Hadow, of course) acquired not only the ability of stress tolerance and endurance but also the gift of 

solid self-confidence, a sine qua non for meeting a great challenge fraught with vital dangers. 

 

• Fifth, they were all inspired, motivated and driven by their ambition to be the first men ever to 

climb the Matterhorn and thus to gain international fame and glory. 

 

And what led to the tragic events during their descent? 

 

• First, under the pressure of a suddenly emerging Italian competition, they took a hasty decision 

where a careful analysis of opportunities and risks would have been indicated. 

 

• Second, a team is usually as strong as its weakest member permits it to be. Hadow had no 

experience in rock climbing and should never have been allowed to join the team. 

 

• Third, they should not have formed a single party for the ascent and the descent because the 

safety risks involved in such an approach were well  known. Leaving Hadow in Zermatt, they should 

have formed two parties, one led by Michel Croz and the other by Peter Taugwalder.  

 

• Fourth, they should have carefully examined their equipment before leaving Zermatt, and re-

examined it before undertaking their descent. Before descending they tied themselves in line with a 

weak rope, the rope which eventually broke when Hadow slipped and hurled the four victims over 

an overhanging rock out into the void. 

 

• Fifth, they should have formed and trained their team properly before tackling the Matterhorn. A 

team is not formed simply by putting some individuals together for a specific mission. A good team 

needs a vision, a clearly stated purpose, and a good strategy. Its members need to share a set of 
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values, beliefs and rules. And then a team needs some solid training; it has to cope with difficult tasks 

in order to find out what its strengths and its weaknesses are. But the team hastily put together in the 

hotel Monte Rosa did not meet many of these requirements. And thus these seven men had no 

opportunity of finding out whether and to what degree they could rely on and trust each other. In 

fact, two rather alarming events should have warned them before they began their descent: 

 

• Event 1: Just before reaching the summit, Whymper and Croz indulged in a rather irresponsible 

behaviour which could have led then and there already to a deadly accident. In their blind 

ambition to be the first men on the summit, Whymper suddenly untied his rope and so did Croz. The 

two men began to run towards the mountain peak. Whymper, who over the years made many and 

often inconsistent statements about that fateful adventure, even once admitted that he had cut his 

rope in order to be free. By cutting one of the two strong Manila ropes, Whymper had shortened it. 

This was the reason why, one hour later, they had to use a weaker rope to tie them together for the 

descent!  

 

• Event 1: After having reached the summit Croz and Whymper hurled stones at their Italian 

competitors. This was completely irresponsible behaviour because stones rolling over steep mountain 

cliffs often change their original trajectories. The two men could very well have killed some members 

of the Italian party!  

 

 

 

DR. MAE JEMISON 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, as we have seen in the story about the first climbers of the Matterhorn, great 

exploits are motivated by many different forces and factors. One of them is our inborn instinct of 

exploration, another one is a high achievement motivation, and a third one is the human need for 

ecstasy, i.e. for the desire to quit the beaten tracks, to venture into the unknown, and thus to enter 

altered states of consciousness accompanied by extra-ordinary emotions. It is this yearning for a 

peak experience that drives explorers and adventurers to the summit of the Matterhorn or of Mount 

Everest. And it is this yearning which will push people forever to define a new frontier and to go for it. 

 

In the middle of our century, mankind opened yet another new frontier, and thus the exploration of 

outer space began. The launching of the first Sputnik, the first landing on the moon and the 

launching of the Mars explorer bear witness to the fact that well co-ordinated teams are able to 

produce peak performances which transcend the abilities of a single person. The space race 

between the former Soviet Union and the USA has had its triumphs and its defeats. One of the most 

spectacular tragedies occurred in 1986 when the space rocket Challenger exploded shortly after the 
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start, killing seven astronauts. The physicist and Nobel laureate Richard Feynman revealed later 

during a congress hearing that it was a poorly designed valve ring which had caused that disaster - a 

fact which strangely calls to mind the weak rope that killed the four alpinists at the Matterhorn more 

than a hundred years ago. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, high-performance teams are composed of high-performance individuals. 

And our society being what it is, those high-performance teams are usually composed by men. It 

took some time until women got a chance to join high-performance teams in mountain climbing. 

And it took some time before they were permitted to become astronauts. In 1962 Juri Gagarin was 

the first man to go into outer space. Then many teams followed, but it wasn’t until 1978 that the first 

woman was permitted to join a Russian space team. When Valentina Tereskova orbited the earth, 

there was a girl down in Alabama who was then but twelve years old and who would never have 

dreamed that in 1992 she would write world history by becoming the first woman of colour to 

become an astronaut. 

 

Her participation in a high-risk adventure made Dr. Mae Jemison a famous person overnight. She 

became a social role model, a figure of identification for girls and young women. But even today 

many of her admirers are not aware of the fact that Dr. Jemison has an outstanding track record 

which began before her space performance and which continued after that performance. She has 

studied at several universities and earned a degree in Chemical Engineering, a Bachelor of Arts in 

African-American Studies and a Doctor of Medicine. She masters several languages and is a 

renowned speaker at international meetings. She is a professor of Environmental Studies at 

Dartmouth College. She is an entrepreneur and directs the Jemison Institute for Advancing 

Technology in Developing Countries. She is a fierce advocate of public education and health care. 

Her accomplishments in many different fields have earned her a series of prestigious titles and 

awards and they have, last but not least, turned her into a highly competent expert in the domains of 

teamwork, leadership and creative performance.  

 

That’s why our Foundation has invited her to be a speaker at this year’s Zermatt Symposium. We are 

happy that she has accepted our invitation and that she will now open the first chapter of this 9th 

Zermatt Symposium by sharing with us her competence and multidimensional knowledge acquired in 

the fields of teamwork and creative leadership.  
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DR. ZHANGLIANG CHEN 

 

In the two millennia before the birth of Christ, China was a pace-maker of cultural evolution, a 

creative leader in poetry, music, sculpture and painting. She was a leader in astronomy and 

philosophy - and the insights of Lao-tse, Confucius and Mencius are as timeless as those of Socrates 

and Plato. Chinese inventors developed the first printing technique, gun powder, the magnetic 

needle and the handicraft of silk production. China was a leader in architecture - and the Great 

Wall, a bulwark against intruding barbarians and an architectural wonder, is the only man-made 

structure on Earth which astronauts can see from the moon without using a telescope. And, last but 

not least, China invented the noodle and thus made a timeless contribution to the food industry of 

the world, a domain to which Dr. Zhangliang Chen, the speaker of this afternoon, has already made 

and will continue to make some very important contributions. 

 

Cultural evolution has its ups and downs. After centuries and centuries of great creative 

accomplishments China went into a long period of stagnation and cultural hibernation. For a long 

time its helpless population was exploited and mistreated by foreign invaders and domestic war 

lords. But in our century the sleeping giant has awakened. Today China is the biggest country in the 

world with a population in 1997 of over 1.2 billion. Under Deng Xiaoping’s leadership China began to 

experiment with modern market economy while maintaining the supremacy of Communist ideology. 

But now, under the impact of modernisation, this ideological force of integration seems to wane, a 

process which potentially may lead to a socio-cultural disintegration of the 56 different ethnic groups 

living in that country. Last year a terrible flood played havoc and now one single bad harvest may 

produce a famine followed by a host of undesirable consequences. 

 

It is within this historical context that Dr. Chen tries to develop new trans-genic food plants able to 

defend themselves against the destructive forces of bad weather and microbes. His mission fills him 

with zest and enthusiasm, and whoever visits him in his offices at the University of Bejing meets a man 

full of temperament and brimming over with self-confidence. He meets a forceful leader able to 

inspire and motivate himself and his teams for extra-ordinary performances. 

 

Before returning to China in 1987, Dr. Chen worked in the labs of the agro-multi Monsanto in Missouri. 

Thus he has a lot to tell us about teamwork, both in the context of a highly developed country and a 

rapidly developing country. And he will explain to us that and why he sets high hopes in the 

teamwork of young people designing their own future and the future of their country. Dr. Chen 

directs the National Laboratory of Protein Engineering and Plant Engineering, he is a vice-president of 

Beijing University and a member of the China National People’s Congress. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, our Foundation is proud to present to you Dr. Zhangliang Chen. 
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LEIF EDVINSSON 

 

There used to be a time when access to land territories, seas and lakes, minerals, raw materials and 

natural products were the main source of wealth. Then access to  water, oil and gas became a main 

source of wealth. And now we have entered the era of knowledge where information plays the key 

role once played by matter and energy. Today information has become the main pace-maker of 

economic development in developed as well as in developing countries. 

 

I shall mention but two indicators suggesting the crucial role played by information in today’s 

economy.  

 

• First, if you ask the CEOs of multinational corporations: What are the main means that help you to 

achieve your strategic goals, they will often give you a quasi-quantitative answer. They’ll say: 

finances contribute about 10%, technology about 10%, and people contribute about 80% to our 

success. 

 

• Second, there are a great number of enterprises whose market value may be up to 9 times higher 

than their book value. Why? Because finance analysts and investors have a keen eye for the know-

how and motivation of employees, for the rate and quality of innovation, for the public image of a 

firm, for customer satisfaction and similar factors which do not appear in the balance sheets of 

classical book keeping. 

 

It is in this context that Leif Edvinsson has made a highly important contribution which may forever 

change the evaluation of a company’s assets. He has not only introduced the new concept of 

intellectual capital, but also a set of measurement tools which permit quantifying what was formerly 

called “intangible assets”. 

 

Sometimes the representatives of rational management seem to be obsessed by so-called hard 

facts, i.e. by quantifiable data which can be counted or measured. At the same time they seem to 

have but little regard for those data which don’t lend themselves to quantification such as, for 

instance, the values, norms and rules of corporate culture; the inspiration and motivation of 

collaborators; the creativity of teams and departments, the quality of the leadership process, the 

nature of interpersonal relationships and the general mood prevailing in a company and between a 

company and its suppliers and customers. Thus, years ago, I wrote in a book the following sentence: 

“The hardest facts in human systems are what unsuspecting minds tend to call ‘soft issues.’”  
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And now Leif Edvinsson, the world’s leading expert on Intellectual Capital, has found a way to bridge 

the gap between so-called hard and soft data, and this bridge will not only change our traditional 

methods of accounting but also impact our whole economic landscape. 

 

 

 

GUILLERMO MORDILLO 

 

Il y a à peu près 15 000 ans, l’homme européen célébrait le triomphe de son imagination dans les 

grottes de Lascaux, d’Altamira et des Trois Frères. Aujourd’hui, au contraire, on reproche souvent aux 

représentants du management rationnel leur manque d’imagination. Comment se fait-il qu’au cours 

des siècles une culture perde une bonne partie de son patrimoine le plus précieux? 

 

Pour simplifier une histoire complexe, on peut dire qu’au cours des trois derniers millénaires, 

l’évolution culturelle a progressivement attribué une grande valeur au fonctionnement d’une seule 

hémisphère cérébrale qu’elle a qualifié d’hémisphère dominante. Ainsi notre pensée abstraite, 

analytique, rationnelle et quantitative, qui s’exprime d’une manière verbale, a pris le dessus sur notre 

pensée concrète, holistique, intuitive et qualitative, qui s’exprime d’une manière picturale. Cette 

stratégie culturelle nous a permit d’accéder à la rigueur de la logique déductive - un gain que nous 

avons payé par une perte progressive de la richesse de notre imagination. 

 

Guilermo Mordillo, notre invité de ce soir, a fait une contribution unique pour redresser ce bilan 

culturel déséquilibré. Mais Mordillo n’est pas un décorateur qui, par le biais de ses images, meuble le 

désert de notre imagination collective. Loin de là. Mordillo est un démiurge, le créateur d’un univers 

très particulier, le bâtisseur suprême d’un cosmos poétique et fascinant. 

 

Mordillo est un créateur partisan de la fantaisie sophistiquée. Ses scénarios ne sont pas conçus pour 

épater les bourgeois; ils sont imaginés pour éblouir les rêveurs . Ses protagonistes vivent dans un 

monde magique dans lequel le réel et l’imaginaire s’entremêlent avec discrétion et harmonie. Ses 

actrices, ses acteurs évoluent dans un univers dans lequel règnent souvent le silence et la paix. La 

plupart du temps ses créatures détestent le geste dominant, lui préférant la subtilité. Elles se lancent 

dans des aventures les confrontant avec des tâches et des défis énormes auxquels elles répondent 

avec détermination et confiance en leur propre compétence, arrivant ainsi, le plus souvent, à la 

réussite.  

 

Dans le cosmos poétique de Mordillo, il n’y a pas de place pour la résignation et le désespoir, et 

encore moins pour l’affectation et l’agression destructive. Ses figures semblent immergées dans un 

monde intérieur silencieux, tandis qu’elles poursuivent leurs buts dans le monde extérieur. Elles sont 
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remplis d’un optimisme stoïque plutôt que volubile. Et si parfois elle perdent leur contenance c’est 

dans le seul but d’éclater en rires, d’engueuler brièvement quelqu’un, ou de s’effrayer dans un choc 

transitoire. 

 

Guillermo Mordillo est un leader créatif dans le monde du cartoon. Son humour très particulier, 

l’équilibre dynamique entre forme et couleur, le rythme harmonieux des mouvements, la sensualité 

exquise de ses dessins et les émotions positives qu’elles suscitent, font que Mordillo a aujourd’hui des 

millions d’admirateurs dans les cinq continents. Soyez donc le bienvenu parmi nous, Monsieur 

Mordillo!  

 

 

 

ARNO PENZIAS 

 

Together with biotechnology and neurobiology, telecommunication is one of the most fascinating 

areas of current scientific and technological developments. Our global relationship network has 

become one single web, and the threads connecting the various links within that web never cease 

to multiply. Today, more and more signals are transmitted per channel and unit of time as the speed 

of signal transmission incessantly increases. This state of affairs does not necessarily imply that people 

do communicate more successfully, but they certainly keep trying. 

 

In an era of knowledge where telecommunication is bound to play a crucial role, telecom 

enterprises pop up like mushrooms after a summer rain. And, as far as we can see, this staggering 

growth rate is here to stay. 

 

Dr. Penzias , who has been called a 20th century Renaissance man, is a physicist by training. In 1978 

he won the Nobel Prize for a discovery made in the mid-sixties in co-operation with radio astronomer 

Bob Wilson. With the help of a radio-receiver with special horn-like antennae, they were able to pick 

up signals from the so-called cosmic background radiation. Their discovery offered crucial important 

experimental evidence for the correctness of the Big Bang theory.  

 

Dr. Penzias has worked for almost four decades with Bell Labs and served as both a leading 

researcher and research leader. As a scientist he has made many important contributions to applied 

research and has thus earned a number of patents. As a top manager he was responsible for a new 

approach at Bell Labs Research tying its output more closely to business needs and market 

opportunities while maintaining its long-standing reputation for excellence in performance. 
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Dr. Penzias is a man who seems to think things through thoroughly before putting them in writing. He 

has nonetheless published a great number of scientific articles and written two books addressed to a 

non-scientific community. In his book Ideas and Information he traces the pathways which have led 

from the cultural invention of numbers, symbols and logic to the invention of computer technology 

which has such a tremendous impact on contemporary society. And in his book Digital Harmony he 

forecasts some of the technological developments which are likely to occur in the near future. Today 

we often feel outsmarted by the technical intricacies of a video-recorder, a car radio or a photo 

camera. Yet Dr. Penzias predicts a future of what he calls “digital harmony” where a more user-

friendly technology will empower us rather than make us feel utterly incompetent whenever we try to 

programme a video-recorder or other high-tech machine.  

 

In one of his books Dr. Penzias mentions an ancient Chinese curse which states, “May you live in 

interesting times.” Well, he has lived, and he continues to live, in interesting times and for him this 

experience has turned out to be a blessing rather than a curse. Not only has he received a great 

number of honorary titles and prestigious awards for his many outstanding accomplishments, but in 

the course of his life he has become a man whose astute business mind and highly sophisticated 

scientific expertise are balanced by a measure of wisdom and a keen feeling for those cultural 

values that will allow us to improve the current state of affairs in our world. 

 

 

 

KENT NAGANO 

 

Music is an art form which communicates directly from one heart to another. Music is able to 

transcend the barriers of language, culture and nationality - and thus it establishes international 

networks of fans and connoisseurs. It connects people. In fact, music was one of the first products 

sold and consumed throughout the world. Thus music was an area where the age of globalisation 

began already quite some time ago. 

 

Music arouses and soothes our nerves. Music makes us happy or melancholy. Music belongs to the 

highest expressions of human culture but it can be used and misused for all possible purposes. Its 

impact on human beings has been remarkably similar throughout the ages. As an example let me 

mention the use of music for military purposes.  

 

In the 4th century BC Alexander the Great, one of the most remarkable leaders of all times, set out on 

his famous campaign against King Darius of Persia. At his winter quarters in Gordium, the capital of 

Phrygia, he often spent his evenings carousing with his friends. And in those altered states of 

consciousness he discovered that Phrygian music aroused his aggressiveness to the point that he was 
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ready to do battle right there and then, while the Ionic music, imported into Asia Minor by the 

ancient Hellenic settlers, soothed his nerves.  

 

More than two thousand years later, Arturo Toscanini, one of the greatest conductors the world has 

ever known, used music to whip his fellow country men into a state of aggressive frenzy. Like his father 

Claudio who had been a courageous fighter in Garibaldi’s risorgimento, Arturo was a patriot. During 

the first world war Toscanini won a medal for bravery at the Isonzo front. He led his military band right 

up to the front of Monte Santo. And there, sheltered only by a rock, in the middle of artillery fire and 

exploding shrapnel he directed his musicians to play fortissimo marches until the Austrians were driven 

out of their positions and fled. 

 

Today, at least here in Europe, we live in more peaceful times, and music serves to elicit more 

sublime emotions than those connected with jingoism and patriotic rage. Maestro Nagano usually 

celebrates his choice of music in solemn settings and with the help of rituals which foster the order of 

meditation and serenity rather than the chaos of lust and aggression. And so it should be that a 

conductor act as a Master of Ceremonies rather than an instigator of eruptive emotions. 

 

Mr. Kent Nagano belongs to la crème de la crème of today’s conductors. He has earned more than 

one Grammy Award for his recordings. All over the world musicians and audiences love and admire 

him. There isn’t a single opera house or symphony orchestra in the world that would not be happy to 

work with maestro Nagano. And we are certainly happy to have you here at our Symposium. 

Welcome, Mr. Nagano!  

 

 

 

SAUL ZAENTZ 

 

In the field of contemporary art, film making is probably the most original contribution made by our 

century. It is certainly a very complex professional domain combining a great number of different art 

forms such as writing, painting, composing, dancing, stage design, choreography, photography, 

sculpture, architecture, directing and acting. But it is more than a combination of different arts, 

because film making also implies an integration of business, finance, organisation and science. Thus 

movies are, in fact, a most appropriate metaphor for dynamic complexity, one of the basic features 

of today’s world. 

 

Film making implies close co-operation between many different individuals and groups. It is an arena 

of human collaboration and competition where cunning, wisdom and an iron will are needed to 

survive and to make it. Film making is a world where tremendous power and sheer helplessness live 
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side by side - often in a single person. It is an ocean where the sails of huge egos are puffed up by 

the gales of narcissism into the grotesque shapes of the grandiose self. Thus the so-called Dolly Parton 

effect generates “incredible figures blown out of proportions and without any visible means of 

support.” Movie making occurs in an arena of ferocious competition where in spite of highly 

sophisticated make-up, human nature often shows its naked face full of envy, greed and insidious 

manipulation.  

 

But the world of movies is also a world of magic whereby a good story well told, sublime acting, and 

sophisticated music fill us with awe and wonder and offer us the whole gamut of powerful emotions.  

 

Ladies and gentlemen, we are happy to present to you Saul Zaentz, a creative leader of world-wide 

renown. He belongs to the rare breed of independent producers who have the courage to swim 

against the stream. Saul Zaentz believes that small is beautiful and that big macs attract hungry 

stomachs rather than yearning minds. In fact, sheer size can be a killer and big Hollywood studios 

often resemble clumsy dinosaurs, mindless mega-machines whose weight and inertia strangle the 

spirit of individual autonomy and creative inspiration. 

 

For Saul Zaentz film making is an adventure, a passion fired by his motivation to produce something 

beautiful which generates authentic value for society. Zaentz likes to take justified risks. He has little in 

common with the average producer whose eyes are glued to the bottom line and whose decisions 

are dictated by the overall aim of maximum cost-reduction. Saul Zaentz is more than just another 

investor on the lookout for mega-bucks. He is the spiritus rector of the projects he chaperones.  

 

He treats films like living creatures, reminding me of a breeder of thoroughbred horses. He carefully 

selects his breeding stock. He feeds and waters his colts. He gives them plenty of space and time 

and fresh air to help them grow into proud creatures full of beauty, zest and energy. He watches 

them day after day, trains them, pushes them beyond their limits, polishes their imperfections and 

heals their ailments. And after years of painstaking care he leads them to the race track and releases 

them into the arena of global competition. He watches how they start, at the sound of the pistol. He 

holds his breath as they dart for the finish line. His heart brims over with pride and joy when they win. 

And he tries to hide his frustration and sadness when their performance doesn’t meet his 

expectations.  

 

 


